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PI and PID controller tuning rules for time delay processes: a
summary. Part 2: PID controller tuning rules
A. O’Dwyer
School of Control Systems and Electrical Engineering, Dublin Institute of Technology, Kevin St.,
Dublin 8.
Abstract
A summary of tuning rules for the PID control of single input, single output (SISO) processes with
time delay, modeled in stable first order lag plus time delay (FOLPD) form, is provided in this part
of the paper.
Keywords: PID, tuning rules, time delay.
1. Introduction
This part of the paper summarises the most directly applicable tuning rules for PID
controllers that have been developed to compensate stable SISO processes with time delay,
modeled in FOLPD form. The structure of this part of the paper is similar to that of Part 1.
The ideal continuous time domain PID controller for a SISO process is expressed in the
Laplace domain as follows:
U s G s E sc( ) ( ) ( )=  (1)




d( ) ( )= + +1
1
 (2)
and with K c = proportional gain, Ti  = integral time constant and Td  = derivative time constant. A
number of other PID controller structures may be described. One typical example of such a

































Tuning rules for these and other such PID controller structures are explicitly indicated in the table.
A list of symbols used in the paper is provided in Appendix 1.
 
2. PID tuning rules - FOLPD model
Rule K c Ti Td Comment
Ideal controller G s K Ts
T sc c
i
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method - Murrill [5]
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closed loop system =
0.707.
Minimum ITAE -
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Tsang . [29] Km mt m 025tm N = 2.5
a x x a x a x
1.682 0.0 1.161 0.2 0.859 0.4 0.669 0.6 0.543 0.8 0.457 1.0
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This part of the paper has presented a useable summary of the tuning rules for PID
controllers that have been developed to compensate SISO processes with time delay, modeled in
FOLPD form.
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Appendix 1: List of symbols used (more than once) in the paper.
Am  = gain margin
b = setpoint weighting factor
E(s) = Desired variable, R(s), minus controlled variable, Y(s)
G sc( )  = PID controller transfer function
G jp( )w  = process transfer function at frequency w , G jp( )w  = magnitude of G jp( )w
IAE = integral of absolute error
ISE = integral of squared error
ISTES = integral of squared time multiplied by error, all to be squared
ISTSE = integral of squared time multiplied by squared error
ITAE = integral of time multiplied by absolute error
K c = Proportional gain of the controller
K m  = Gain of the FOLPD process model
K f  = Magnitude of the FOLPD process model at a phase lag of f
K u  = Ultimate gain
M s  = Closed loop sensitivity
N = Indication of the amount of filtering on the derivative term
R(s) = Desired variable
Td  = Derivative time of the controller
Ti  = Integral time of the controller
Tm = Time constant of the FOLPD process model
Tu  = Ultimate time constant
U(s) = manipulated variable
Y(s) = controlled variable
l  = Parameter that determines robustness of compensated system.
x  = damping factor of the compensated system
fm= phase margin
tm  = time delay of the FOLPD process model, ( )t t t= +m m mT
wu  = ultimate (angular) frequency, wf  = angular frequency at a phase lag of f
